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Abstract
We present Epirur_Cattle, a spatially explicit agent-based simulator for synthesizing beef cattle movements and forecasting 
zoonotic disease spread in the American beef cattle industry. Farm, ranch, and feedlot operators make decisions on cattle trades 
according to cattle weights and market conditions. Contact networks of cattle are generated by geographical proximity and 
disease is spread through a simple compartmental model on the dynamic contact structures. An analysis of the network metrics of 
the contact networks and the aggregated contact networks provides insight into the influence of the network dynamics on the 
epidemic dynamics. Using farm data based on the Kansas cattle industry, our experiments show a tri-modal distribution of total 
case counts that becomes bi-modal for weaker diseases. These results are explained by the interaction of the disease and trading 
processes. We show how simple network metrics, such as the average node degree, can track the complex trading processes 
which shape the evolution of the disease at an agent level.
"Keywords: Cattle epidemics; Agent-based simulation; Network metrics." 
1. Introduction
Contagious disease spreads rapidly through long distance movement of cattle and mixture of cattle from 
different sources in the beef cattle industry. Learning from the FMD outbreaks in UK in 2001 and 2007, the EU 
members build databases to tracks beef cattle movement at an individual basis. Empowered with data of such a high 
quality, researchers are able to analyze and model the cattle movement in Europe at all scales and scenarios, to 
predict zoonotic disease spread at the finest granularity, and to provide optimal control strategies in an epidemic 
emergency [14][7][8][10][15][9][13].
An outbreak of highly contagious disease in beef industry in US will have a far more severe consequence. It has 
been estimated that an outbreak of FMD in US will result in national trade losses as large as $3 billion [19]. 
However, tracking of cattle movement within one state is not mandate in US [1]. Sizes, locations, and types of beef 
farms and information on cattle trades are also protected from disclosure to the public. So researchers have neither 
detailed data on individual cattle transport nor aggregated data at the operator level to analyze and model the cattle 
movement, or further to measure the impacts of animal disease outbreaks and to develop optimal control and 
mitigation strategies.a
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The Epirur_Cattle simulator aims at providing realistic beef cattle movements and epidemic predictions in lack 
of publicly available fine-grained data on cattle trades and transport. Our assumption is that the operation modes of 
beef cattle industry in US are stable and observable. The Epirur_Cattle simulates the entire life cycles of beef cattle. 
Because the movement of beef cattle is largely determined by their owners, our models include two types of agent 
models, one for cattle and one for different types of operators. We consult experts and researchers in beef industry 
and interview farmers and stockers about their operations patterns to build our agent models for operators.
The architecture of the simulator is developed with the design goal of providing a framework that supports the 
diversity in operation scenarios, cattle behavior, and disease spread pathways. This is needed to improve prediction 
power with increasing complexity and expanded functionality. We enable contagious, airborne, vector-transmitted, 
chronic, etc, disease spread pathways. The agent based models provide maximal heterogeneity so that the simulator 
is most useful for complex scenarios.
This paper is divided into 5 sections. In Section 2 we discuss related work. We describe our design and models of 
the simulator in Section 3. The results of a simulation involving two Kansas counties are shown and the network 
metrics related to the epidemic dynamics are analyzed in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
2. Related Work
Study of disease spread as a discipline of epidemiology dates back to the Greek physician Hippocrates around 
400 BC. Mathematical models are the keys to analyze epidemic dynamics and to develop control strategies. 
Epidemic models should be as simple as possible to disclose the key mechanism that generates the epidemic 
dynamics while accurately enough to describe the observed patterns [3]. Researchers build models of different 
scales based on the quality of available data and the level of understanding of the system [6][4]. In the special case 
of the FMD outbreak in UK in 2001, researchers argue over what level of modeling is appropriate to give good
predictions of epidemic dynamics and sound suggestions on control strategies, and the use of “black box” 
approaches that do not take into consider the biological background of epidemics results in overkill of animals 
which would affect the industry for many years [5][4].
The scales of epidemic models range from the roughest-grained homogeneous mixing models, meta-population 
models, structured models, network models, to finest-grained agent-based models [16]. EU member's detailed data 
on individual livestock give a boost on studying epidemics using network approaches [14][7][8][10][15][9][13]. 
Network approaches give fine-grained and straightforward descriptions of disease spread paths and the key features 
of epidemic dynamics such as the epidemic threshold [11][12] that are biased from homogeneous assumptions due 
to the structures of the networks.
The authors of [2] developed an elaborate stochastic, spatially explicit, state-transition model to simulate spread 
of highly contagious animal disease in the US using only statistical models of cattle movement. The lack of cattle 
movement data in US impedes the scientific exploration of network characteristics in cattle contacts and their 
epidemic implications. Fortunately, the cattle industry is established under its biological constraints and stays 
comparatively stable over years [20] [21]. Agent-based model in this case is the appropriate level of description of 
the beef cattle system and generates the synthetic contact networks and flow networks for predictions of epidemic 
dynamics. Researchers have made effort in building models that generate predictions on farm locations that fit well 
with real data [22][23]. These GIS layers are useful input parameters for agent-based simulations.
Few agent-based models of livestock movement exist up to now. [17] models cattle movements in Australia 
from farm to farm through a saleyard, and the farm agents make decision based on the livestock price and the 
number of stock on the farm. From our investigation, however, we find that frequent transport of cattle according to 
price fluctuation is unrealistic at least in US beef industry. Livestock is live, and cannot be purchased and sold as 
one does with stock. [18] aims at developing a comprehensive model to synthesize beef cattle movement in New 
Mexico, utilizing a thorough understanding of the life cycles for commodity livestock. While their ultimate goal is 
the same with ours, they stall at the phase one. Our simulator is also different from theirs in many other aspects: 
their design goal does not include an extensible framework, they lack an epidemic model, and they do not have an 
agent model for cattle.
3. Design Goals
The center of our design is to give a flexible framework that supports the diversity of operation scenarios in beef 
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cattle industry and various disease-spread pathways, so that the simulator is able to provide progressively accurate 
predictions of zoonotic disease spread given more sophisticated agent models and disease spread models. As a first 
approximation, we adopt conceptually clear models for the beef cattle industry without incorporating many 
operations types and parameters, so that the prediction the simulation reflects the fundamental biological and 
logistical constraints that rule the work patterns in the industry. We generate contact networks by geographical 
proximity between agents, flow networks that represent shipments between locations, and a geographic data file for 
use in Google Earth to show the cattle movements and epidemic dynamics when an epidemic model is applied.
Fig. 1. The life cycle of beef cattle
3.1. Beef cattle system models
Understanding the strategies of operators is crucial to our beef cattle models. [24]-[27] provide a general picture 
on beef cattle industry in US. The annual report of the statistics of beef cattle industry shows consistency in farm 
numbers and the distributions of sizes and numbers of stock. We also consult beef cattle experts and do field study 
in a local farm and a stocker ranch. Through our investigations, we conclude that operators tend to follow strict 
patterns over years and it is appropriate to choose the cattle weight as the key parameter in operators' decision 
making of purchase and sale. Our simulator assumes that the stability of the beef industry continues for the near 
future.
Our beef cattle system is composed of three parts: cow/calf producers, stockers, and feedlot operators. Here a 
large number of farms keep certain cows which are replaced in a slow rate. In spring the cows breed a new 
generation of calves that stay at the farm for 6 to 9 months and are sold via sale barns to stockers, when their 
weights reach 600 pounds. Steer and heifer stay at the stockers' premises for four to six months and gain weight up 
to 900 pounds. Then feeders are sold at sale barns gain to feedlot. The life cycle of beef cattle is shown in Figure 1.
To simulate the life cycle of beef cattle, our simulator is composed of the following components: cattle 
population turnover, cattle growth model, cattle roaming model, operator models, and the trading system. When the 
simulation starts in springs, each cow breeds at a given probability one calf. Then the calves start to grow fat and old 
according to a stochastic growth model, which will bring them to 600 pounds by expectation in fall. Steer/heifer and 
feeders gain weight in the same way but by different growth rates. Each operator has a list of nearby sale barns. 
Each week, three types of producers pick cattle whose weights are higher than the thresholds and move them to a 
randomly chosen local sale barns. Stockers and feedlot owners also go to a randomly chosen sale barns to buy cattle.
Besides gaining weight, cattle spend all their time roaming within the location they reside in, either a farm or a 
sale barn. We adopt a random walk model to simulate cattle roaming. Cattle of different herds therefore can be 
mixed up in two ways. One is by contacts of herds in adjacent farms; the other is by mixing at sale barns. Our 
simulator is spatially explicit, cattle therefore are considered in contact once the distance between two cattle is 
within a threshold, no matter whether they are confined in the same premises or no. In this way we are able to take 
both account of the cattle trading flows and the geographic factor.
3.2. Contact networks and flow networks
The system model generates the beef cattle movement among operation premises. The flow networks are 
generated aggregated with premises as nodes and shipments between premises as flows, as shown in Figure 2. The 
contact networks are generated each step with cattle as nodes, and edges indicate that the distance between two 
cattle is within a threshold, as shown in Figure 3. To compute the contact network, the simulator divides the map 
into lattice and handles irregular premises shapes by rasterization.
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Fig. 2. Sample components of a Flow Network with (a) premises represented as nodes; (b) and cattle flows as quantities associated with each link 
representing a movement.
Fig. 3. Sample component of a Contact Network with individual cattle represented as nodes and pair-wise contact as links. Although the cattle are 
constantly wandering within the premises, here they are visualized around a circle.
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Because we use a random walk model for cattle roaming at each location, the average node degree and the size 
of the largest component are enough to characterize the dynamics of the contact networks generated each step. The 
degree of a node is the number of links adjacent to it, the average of which is commonly known as the average node 
degree for a given network. A component of a network is a set of nodes connected by links and many components 
can exist within a single network. The simulator outputs the contact network as well as the average node degree of 
the contact network, the size of the largest component, and the average degree of the largest component. 
There are many ways to characterize the network dynamics caused by shipments between different locations. 
One method is to use the flow network. While flow network provides a straightforward mathematical model for 
epidemiology especially when the simulation runs at a granularity of meta-population, it fails to capture contacts by 
geographical proximity in our spatially explicit simulation because disease spread is possible even if there are no 
physical shipments between adjacent locations. Another method is to measure the differences between two 
subsequent contact networks. This method is also problematic because within one location the contact network still 
changes over time, so the different memberships in cliques in two contact networks may be caused either by 
shipments between different locations, or by random walk within one location. We find one method that is 
conceptually clear, of the granularity at an agent level, easy to compute, and helps capture epidemic behavior caused 
by parallel trading via sale barns is to use the aggregated contact networks. During trading days, susceptible cattle 
are moved among locations and are exposed to infected animals, the aggregated contact networks for one day 
instead of for one step take into account of the contact one cattle has in all shipments as well as from neighboring 
locations. Therefore we output the same set of metrics for the aggregated contact network that is the union of the 
contact networks over a full day. 
3.3. Epidemic model 
We consider a hypothetical disease which is spread by physical contact. The epidemics can therefore be 
simulated using the contact networks. At each step, the cattle agents can be classified into one of four disease states: 
Susceptible (S), Infected (I), Recovered (R), or Immune (M).  Each individual is initialized to one of these states at 
the beginning of the simulation and transitions to the infected state (from any other) are driven by exposure through 
contact, while all other transitions are driven by time. The transition from S to I for an agent can occur with 
probability * t when contact is established between a susceptible agent and an infected agent. In the model,  is 
the rate of infection,  is the rate of recovery (the expected number of days for an agent to transfer from I to R), and 
the remaining rates we leave unnamed. 
4. Simulation of two Kansas counties 
We conducted a set of simulations involving beef cattle operators in two adjacent Kansas counties, where 
51.72% of premises are farms, 28.28% are stockers, 10% are feedlots, and the remaining are sale barns. The data on 
farm locations and sizes are synthesized from [22]. The simulation runs over one year and involves up to 100,000 
cattle. The simulation step size was set to 0.25 days. At the beginning of the simulation, one seed is randomly added 
to a farm. The aforementioned epidemic model is used with  = 1/(40 days) [14], and all other rates besides  are set 
to zero. We explored 26 values of beta, running 40 trials at each value. In the synthetic data, very few locations are 
adjacent; therefore the simulation mainly captures the disease spread by mixing of herds at sale barns. The first sales 
of steers and heifers from the calving farms don’t occur until roughly day 150 and then feeders will begin to move to 
feedlots after approximately another 6 months. These seasonal trading patterns significantly define the results we 
collected from the set of simulations. The simulation outputs highlighted two interesting aspects of the disease 
spreading process, namely, a tri-modal distribution of epidemic sizes and a dependency of the disease dynamics on 
the underlying trading process. 
4.1. Outbreak tri-modal distribution 
The simulation results are characterized by a tri-modal distribution of epidemic sizes when the epidemic ratio 
beta/mu is sufficiently large. Each simulation is initialized with a single infected animal. If this case fails to break 
out in the farm and infect a notable number of other cattle, then we consider this case to be in the first of the three 
modes (0-10 cases total). The second possibility is that an outbreak may infect the majority of the cattle within a 
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single small farm, but not significantly breakout to anywhere beyond the initial farm (11-199 cases total). The third 
event is a massive outbreak that touches many premises and infects several cattle. We count the number of each 
classification of total cases that appear in the simulation results and present these in Figure 4 against 18 values of the 
inverse of the epidemic ratio. Starting at /  = 0.03, we find that the second and third type of outbreak are 
converging in the total number of cases, therefore we combine them into a single category. The actual outbreak sizes 
are shown in Figure 5, where the average outbreak size and plus/minus a standard deviation are plotted against . 
 
 
Fig. 4. Frequencies of outbreaks sorted by 3 ranges of total cases [0, 10], [11, 199], and [200, infinity) and then 2 ranges [0, 10] and [11, infinity). 
The total number of trials for each value of  is 40. Total cases for eight values of  are not displayed due to visualization complexity. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Outbreak sizes are plotted versus the inverse of the epidemic ratio. (a) The within farm and larger outbreak sizes are displayed by their 
averages (solid lines) and plus and minus a standard deviation (dashed and dot-dashed lines). (b) The 11-199 outbreak type and the 11+ type are 
re-plotted to enable visualization of their characteristics. 
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Fig. 6. Histograms of outbreak sizes at three different levels of : (a) 0.007, (b) 0.040, and (c) 0.100. 
 
The convergence in the outbreak sizes can be seen in Figure 5, but it appears much more explicitly in 
examining the distributions at different values of . Figure 6 emphasizes this through three distributions taken at 
different values of mu/beta. Note that the horizontal axis on Figure 6a is logarithmic in scale. In Figure 6a, each 
outbreak is either less than 100 or greater than 10,000 in total cases. In Figure 6b, it become difficult to distinguish 
between the outbreaks that only reach a single farm and those that also move into a few additional farms. In Figure 
6c, half of the trials (20 out of 40) resulted in zero new cases beyond the initially infected animal. 
These distributions are driven by the trading dynamics. In the case where a disease begins to spread through a 
farm, it may still be as long as 5 months (until roughly day 150) before the farmer trades any cattle. This time 
window may allow the disease to die out within the farm and never reach the sale barns. Therefore it is not only 
important to consider the epidemic ratio , but also the recovery rate plays a significant role in whether a disease 
can survive long enough to break out when cattle go to auction. 
4.2. Epidemic dynamics 
A common objective in examining hypothetical epidemic outbreaks is to figure out what the conditions are for a 
disease to break out into a large epidemic (or not to). We examine the case of =0.007, where approximately half 
(21 of 40) of the trials result in large outbreaks and the remainder are contained to a single farm (See Figure 6a). To 
explore this, we plot the trial results in two plots sorted by whether the disease went beyond a single farm or not. 
Figure 7 presents the total infected cattle for each trial plotted versus time in days with the smaller outbreaks in the 
top panel and the larger in the lower panel. From Figure 7 and further results it appears that the critical question is 
whether the cases that remain when the trading begins will successfully start the larger epidemic. 
 
Fig. 7. The total number of cattle infected versus time for 40 trials at  = 0.007. The 19 outbreaks that did not escape from the initial farm are 
plotted in the top panel and the 21 that did escape are plotted in the lower panel. 
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Fig. 8. (a) The new cases of infected cattle versus time for 40 trials at  = 0.007. (b) The average degree of the contact network for 40 trials at 
 = 0.007. Note that the contact network is significantly disconnected, yielding averages much below 1. The 19 outbreaks that did not escape 
from the initial farm are plotted in the top panels and the 21 that did escape are plotted in the lower panels. 
 
The curves in both panels of Figure 7 are very similar previous to the first trading days, but differ drastically 
beyond then. What can be seen in Figure 8 is that the new infections are driven by the trading behavior as it is 
captured through the average node degree. Figure 8 examines the occurrence of newly infected cases versus time 
and compares them to the average degree of the contact network. The new infection curves are similar during the 
early days and again differ as one set of trials dies out and the other survives. There are slight tendencies for the 
surviving curves to have slightly lower and slightly delayed peaks with respect to the ones in the upper panels in 
Figures 7 and 8a, but these observations are not statistically significant given the number of trials we have 
conducted. In the current settings of the simulator, the impact of a large-scale outbreak on the trading dynamics is 
not significant as can be seen in a comparison of the upper and lower panels of Figure 8b. We examined the other 
network metrics available as output of the simulator, but they failed to yield any conclusive insights. The typical 
driver of an epidemic is the mixing of susceptible and infectious individuals. Here the mixing is driven mainly by 
trading; however the disease doesn’t really take off until around day 250 (in most of the trials), as until then, the 
fraction of infected individuals has not grown to a sufficient level to explode. 
 
5. Conclusions 
We developed a spatially explicit agent-based simulator for synthesizing beef cattle movements and forecasting 
zoonotic disease spread in a feedlot-based beef cattle industry. Using a compartmental disease model and economic 
models for the beef cattle industry, we can analyze the fundamental properties of cattle movements constrained by 
the biological and logistical characteristics of the industry. Through time, the simulator outputs include the total 
population, the susceptible, infected, recovered, and immune individuals, the flow and contact networks, and their 
metrics. Having obtained a set of synthetic data which describes cattle premises across Kansas, we conducted a set 
of simulations involving beef cattle operators in two adjacent Kansas counties that explored 26 values of the 
infection ratio. In the simulator’s results, we observe a tri-modal distribution of total case counts that becomes bi-
modal as the disease parameters are weakened. Within our results, we explored what the conditions are for a disease 
to break out from a small farm to a large epidemic. We observed that a long recovery rate is crucial for the survival 
of a disease within a farm until the next trading period arrives. If a disease spreads and recovers too fast, it can easily 
extinguish itself and not reach the markets. If it fails to reach the markets or if the trading activity is too low, then 
the disease will not reach a significant proportion of the population. The importance of the trading dynamics is 
clearly seen. We demonstrated that merely the average node degree is sufficient to track the complex trading 
processes which are then reflected in the evolution of the disease and the dynamics of the system at an agent level. 
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